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Measurements o:f' the true grain denai ty were rp.a.de b:>r several 

methods on tht.~ traclta of' electrons, pion9, K mesons, protons, L: hyperons, 

and alpl1a. part:!.clea. The curve of grain density versus velodty in K.5 

enulsion 'I<Ta.s obtained. The results found by different objer.::~tive methods 

on~l by different observers are in ag;reement. Owing to the tini te density 

·of sllver-helide crystals in the emulsion, the grain density saturates. 

The nature of the saturation effect v1aa studied •. A deco.rnpoai tion of the 

g-.rain ctenslty into primary and secondary components was mude. Even nt the 

minimum of grain dens1ty 1 some 25 percent of the grains are of ~econd.ary 

or:l.s:tn. Since only the p:dmo.ry grains are af'fected by the relativisti;.! 

rise of' the grain density, the interpretation of the plateau/minimum. 

grajn density ratio is affected. Special observations of the grain clensi t;y 

i.n the relativlJStic region wel·e made, taldng precautions to avoid tem.pora

tv.xe 1 fad:i.ng, and. development-diffcrenl~e effects. A rise to the plateau of 

ll-3]b in the primary grain density was found. This ir.aplies a mean excitation 

potential for AgBr of 442 e. v. Finally, indices that measure emulsion quality 

are sugges·t:.ed. 
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The grain density in the emulsion-tra.:lk of a charged particle is an 

indicator of its velocity. ~1e information implicit in the track•structure 1 

however, generally is ohly partly utilized. Some requirements for more 

rapid and accurate determination of the velocity of a particle from measure

ments on 1 ts tra.ck are (a) understnnding of the connections betvreen the 

various measures of the grain density and the true grain density; (b) know-

ledge of the measurements that will yield the optimum amount of' information 

from a particular track segment; (c) knowledge of the·connection betveen 

the true grain dens! ty and the particle velocity; (d) establishment of the 

relatlonahip of the prim~ry and. seeondar-y grain densJty in a t1•ack to each 

other, e.nd. to the part.i.cle charge tt.1c1 velocity ( thls is requ:tred especially 

for interpreting the ratio of l)latea.u to minimum grain density); and 

(e) establishment of indices of merit for emulsions which define the density 

of i.nforma.timl obtainable f:rom a traek and the velocity intervals in which 

the track can yield information regard1ng the pa.rticle ve}odty. 

These <J.ue,stions recently were restudied theorc7t:tcaJJ.y, artd consider• 

1 2 able progress made. ' In this paper we carey on the j_nv·estJgation, largely 

empirically, by analyzing the results of measurements at many velocities in 

some seven emulsion stacl~s, and Jn several addi tiona.l plates. An essential 

prel1minary is the operational definition of measurable and useful track 

quan-ti ties (ionization pa:rametel·s). 
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A particle track is seen as a. more or less.continuous series cf 

grain images. These are roughly circular in projection:, but their centers, 

in generali are displaced around the particle trajeatory, boti1 vertically 

and horizontally. They may occult each other or be too close for resolution 

with the optical equipment employed. They vary in size. 

Suppose the length projected on a plane perpendicular to the line of 

sight between the centers of two grain images is considered. This is a dis-

tance "a" when the grains can just be resolved into two objects. Then if 

"c" is the distance projected ort the particle trajectory between the centers 

of' two such grains, and the projectec! image of no other grain comes between 

them, a. gap of length c .. a is said to exist in the track. Since "a" varies 

for different pairs of grains, an expectation value 1 (a) = a is defined 

which describes in one combined parameter the emulsion, the optical equiprneu:t:., 

and the observer characteristics~ The blob density, B, is defined as the 

linear density of gaps, or of clusters of unresolved grains in the track. 

A quan·t.ity H = H(l) ia the density of gaps exceeding the length ,1. • It 

is; of course, also equal to the density of clusters of grains in which are 

found no gaps exceeding ~· The blob density is, therefore, the special 

case of a cluster density in which ,f r= 01 so that B = H( 0). If different 

values of .-f 1 namely IJ IJ etc •• are considered, several values of .xl' -12 1 , 

H, H
1

, H2, H
3

, etc. are introduced. 

Tlie lacunari t;y, L, of the track is the linear f'racUon of it that 

consists of gaps. Thus 
<;x> 

L = - \ ~~ d£. 
\) 

(l) 
0 
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We define, but measure only indirectly, the primary grain density, 

Sp.t the secondary grain density, g
8

, and the true grain density, 

s = g
8 

+ gp' The primary grain density is the density of crystals that were 

penetrated by the particle in traversing the emulsion and subsequently 

developed into silver grains. The average number of silver-halide crystals 

penetrated per unit path is n. Then 

n .. ~ c <Jl) 
2 . <1Y> , (2) 

n~~) .. where C is the silver-halide concentration, is the mean projected 
. rt <'rY'> . 

area of e. crystal; and ~ is the mean crystal volume. The maximum 

value of gp' of course, is n. · Secondary grains are those that develop 

along the path of the particle and are counted as part of the track 1 although 

they were not penetrated by the moving particle. Delta rays are pro,jected 

:f:rom the patli C?f the primary particle, and they render crystals develbl)able 

that.were not traversed by the primary particle. At velocities low enough 

for the delta-r~ density to be high, however, the range of the delta rays 

·is limited. In a.d.:.lition, there is a certain displacement, /J , from the axis 

of a track that a grain cannot exceed and still be recognized as part of the 

track. The number , N, of grains per unit volume of emulsion is finite. 

'.The 'linear density of crystals 1 n
0

, l-11 thin a cylinder of radius f , 
·therefore, is also limited, and n

0 
is a saturatJ.on value of the grain den

sity that g does not exceed. As the charge on an ion increases, however, 

the density of delta rays IJroduced by it and the ·effective value of f both 

increase also. 

Photons produced by the ionizing particle in the transparent gelatin may 

be an additional source of secondary grains. No means for their identification, 

should they be present with an appreciable density, have .been developed, hovrever. 
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II. METHODS FOO MEASURING GRAIN DENSITIES 

The true grain density 1 g1 seldom can be measured merely by count• 

ing the developed grains. The error involved in su~h a measurement rises 

rapidly as the grain density increases. The density of sil ver .. halide crystals 

in K·5 emUlsion ie about 100 per cubic micron. Even if just one per micron 

of particle path were rendered developablei only 37~ would be resolvable as 

single obje~ts under the best micro~cope 1 end the blob density would be 

about 0.·6 per micron. As the grain density rises, it reaches a point 'Where 

oounting is hopeless and it becomes necessary to obtain estimates of the true 

grain density indirectly trom the track features that remain measurable. The 

quantitiea defined in the introduction have been studied theoretiaallY; and 

some are suitable for this purpose. Their definitions rather precisely pre• 

scribe the way in which measurements are to be taken, end only technical 

details J118¥ be varied. In practice; many of our measurements were made on 

~machine developed tor the purpose. A description of en early model ot the 

instrument hl!l.G been given.' It provides a means for moving the plate :parallel 

to the track at an adjustable velocity. The track is kept centered in the 

microscope field and in focus by an observer who holds a key depressed during 

the time that a fine reticle line perpendicular to the track crosses the 

track in a gap. He releases the key when the end of each gap is reached, 

and depresses it when each new gap first reaches it. The lengthsof track and 

gap, the number of gaps, and the distribution of gaps in ten intervals of 

length are tabulated electronically. For reliable work the stage velocity 

must be decreased until no change in results are produced by a. further reduc-

tion in speed. 

The connections between those measurements and the true grain density 

were established by theory.1 ' 2 We quote the pertinent results. The formulas 
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are written for unit length of track. 

. . ( /}.) -g(a:+ _f) It was found that R .£ = ge 1 where g is the expectation value 

of the grai~ density, and H is the expectation value of the cluster density. 

Good empirical evidence for the exponential gap length distribution was first 

put forward by O'Ceallaigh. The distribution of many hundreds of gaps is 
. 4 

given by Menon end O'Ceallaigh. The expectatior value of the lacunarity is 

L ... 

so that an estimate or· g ia obtained from 

~n L 
g = -L (3) 

The par~eter a must be measured in order to derive g from single 

measurements of B, H, or L. As g varies, it may be noted that B (c ge-8)) 

pass·es through a maximum at g = l;a 1 or a = ( eBma.x )""1 • Observation of the 

maximum value 1 Bma.x, of the blob density is simple, end is an operati.onally 

correct means for determining a. We have done this for each combination of 

emulsion, optical arrangement, and observer used in making these measurements. 

The grain diameter, a, is perhaps even better obtained merely by 

observing B and L in tracks similar to those being measured. Then 

L 
- ii ~ L is an expression for a that takes account of the instrument and 

observer idiosyncrasies. The introduction of such an operationally defined 

parameter greatly improves the objectivity or grain density measurements. If 

each observer uses his own value of a, one expects and finds no systematic 

differences between observers. The quantity a here is not the symbol a used 

by Alexander and Johnston5 in applying O'Ceallaigh's theory6 of the track 

structure. Because in 0' CeaJ.laigh' s emulsion model the crystals are confined 

to lie with their centers on the particle trajectory, the crystal diameter 
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appears e~plicitly in their formulas. Our notation was selected to be in 

accord with that of Fowler and Perkins. 7 

The derivation of g from the measurements was carried out by a number 

of methods. The gap length coefficient method yields a val.ue of g vi thout 

requiring knowledge of a. As suggested by.Fowler and Perk1ns,7 one meas\U."'es 

the value of H at two gap lengths, ..11 and .... t;. 'l'hen 

(4) 

If only two values are to be measured, then one takes L 1 = 0 and H(_i-'2 ) <' g/5• 

One can also cal.culate g · from Eq. (3')· Of course, g then contains any uncer• 

tainty that exists in a. 

The most efficient means for utilizing the gra.nulari ty information is 

the method of maximum likelihood, which combines the gra.in det1sity estimate 

from the ~ ~ length with that from the ~ ~ length.2 This method 

was not developed for application to grain density measurements at the time our 

work was carried out, however. To attain a given statistical accuracy, more 

work was required than would have been necessary by the improved pro~edure. 

On the other hand, the diversity of methods that we employed tested the theory 

more completely. 

We have noted that because the density of silver-halide crystals is 

finite, a maximum grain density n
0 

will be observed in the track. The limit-
•n a -n a 

ing lacunar1ty is e 0 and the limiting gap density is n e 0 
• Some con• 

. 0 

Jectures regarding other emulsion defects have been made. 718 Although the 
Referev1~e · 

possibility of their presence was mentioned in ~ 1, the effect of such 

defects in the emulsion was not readily treated. At very low particle velooi• 

ties; nevertheless, a limiting empirical lacunarity L ·is found that does 
0 

not vary with particle ionization. While we have no definite indication that 
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they are important, we may consider how they ~uld be manifested in emulsion. 

A particle that produces delta rays copiousl~ could presumably render 

developable all the crystals in a cylinder of one micron radius. Then in 

K.5 emulsion, the lacunarity would be less than e·150 , were there no 

defects in the emulsion. In such a track any gaps should be attributed to 

emulsion defects. Even in an emulsion free of defects, however, gaps occur 

in tracks when n is not large. We define the saturation gap distribution 
0 

H
0
(l) as that gap distribution which does not change with increasing particle 

charge for a fixed particle velocity. Tben1 in principle, the saturation of 

g can be avoided if one defines ideal quantities H'(l) and L' in terms 

of the observed H( l) and L by 

H' ( t) "" H( l) ... ( l - L) H
0 

( l) (5) 

and 
dl{t 

l dT dl .• (6) 

III. OBSERVATIONAL PROCEDURE 

Some dependence of the degree of development on depth in the emulsion 

is likely to exist. We believe we have eliminated this effect fram consider-

ation in these measurements. We used platea in which there was obviously little 

change of grain density with depth in the emulsion. All were developed by 

our method of immersion during the hot stage in developer of reduced concen-

tration. In addition, we either ca.lcu,lated average values Qf g for traclts 

that were slightly inclined in the emulsion and sampled all strata, or we 

paired known and unknown tracks and observed grain-density ratios of tracks 

that we1·e at the same depth in the emulsion. 
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The arLgle or inclination,· S , of the track was required t() be sma.tl 

for the track to be used for a grain density measurement. It the correction 

for dip turned out not to be completely negligible, it was made according to 

the following general procedure: A universal relation exists 

between y • H(a+ l)sec d and x = g(a+~)sec ~ , where .--f is the gap 

length in a projected image of the track, H is the average number of 

clusters in unit projected length of the track, and (n/2) • ~ is the 

angle between the track in the unprocessed emulsion and the normal to the 

emulsion plane.2 

In Table I is summarized the essential informa~ion on the emulsion 

stacks and plates used in this experiment. The bulk of the work was done with 

K. 5 emulsion. 

In the velocity interval between ~ = 0 and ~ = 0.2 in units of the 
0 0 

light velocity, c 1 lacunarity measurements were made with 25 x 100 power 

magnification on the tracks of alpha particles, sigma hyperons, protons, 

K-mesons 1 and pions. 

Each flat track was examined carefully to determine the identity of the 

particle. The ending was scrutinized to insure that the particle came to rest. 

A track was discarded if there was any reason to doubt its identity or the 

certa.inty of its comlng to rest. The work was done by several trained observers 

who checked each other. (One of the satisf'ying aspects of this wo1·k was that 

when a. value for a was found as prescribed, consistent values of g were 

found by all observers, end different methods of measurement also yielded the 

same result.) 

For the velocity interval between ~0 ~ 0.2 and ~0 = 0.5, proton and 

K-meson tracks were observed under 25 x 100 magnification. The gap-length 

distribution was used in conjunction with the blob count so as to obtain the 
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TABLE I 

Emulsion Emulsion Size 2 
Pellicle 
Thi cu:ne as Particles (f3y)max Designation Type (in.) (J.L) 

A K.5 6 X 9 600 K"' 0.870 
1(+,!-,p variable 

B G.5 6x9 600 K- 2·33 

BB K.5 1 X 3 600 J(- 5.16 
e '1409. 

ID G.5 13 X 3 600 + 2.58 J( 

K-5 K.5 1 X 3 600 a 0.250 

p variable 

SD 0.5 1 X 3 200 p 6.61 

e 391. 

y K·5 3 X 6 6oo ± ll5. ft 

'• 
• 
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gap length coefficient with the best precision. Data were collected using 

both a simple divided reticle in the microscope ocular and the special instru-

ment mentioned above. 

In tbe velocity interval ~ > 0.7, the method of blob counting also 
0 

was used. If the available amount of track is not limited, the effort 

expended per unit of information is about the same for the two methods. More-

over 1 no special equ1.pment is required for blob counting. The value of a 

appropriate to the observer, optics, and emulsion combination must be determined, 

however, in o~der that g be found from the relation B = ge-~o 
We used the tracks of protons, K .. mesons, pions 1 and electrons. When 

the particle stopped in the emulsion, ita tracks and terminal behavior were 

care:f'ully studied to check 1 ts 1dent1 ty and to e~tabliah that 1 t came to rest. 

Measurements began at the terminus and were carried up to ani desired velocity 

by following the track. 

In some cases we blob-counted tracks of particles that did not stop in 

the emulsion. Their velocities then usually were obtained b,y magnetic analysis. 

For example 1 the BB plates were exposed to a magnetically analyzed beam con• 

sisting of 7(1/o pions and 3C/{o electrons. The grain density identified the 

particles. A sample of about 80 tracks was blob counted. The distribution 

revealed two separated peaks. 

A one-millimeter grid photographically printed on each pellicle was 

sufficiently accurate for the estimate of ranges exceeding about 3 centimeters, 

when allowance for the dip and large scattering angles was made. Short ranges 

were usually measured with a calibrated eyepiece reticle or on an automatic 

coordinate read-out m1croscope.9 

If the range could not be measured directly, as in the case of particles 

that did not stop in the emulsion, then two procedures were available: 
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(l) The beam momentum was known and the corresponding range R
0 

when the 

particle entered the emulsion was calculated. The path length in emulsion RA _ 

was subtracted, leaving the residual range R = R
0 

• RA at the point of 

measurement. From this range the velocity ~c was determined. In the SD 

and BB sta.cks, the beam momentum was accurately known. T'ne calculation of 1 t 

at the point of grain density determination then was relatively simple. In the 

ID stack, protons that had been magnetically analyzed along with the pions were 

followed into the emulsion from three separate points on the beam edge of' ·the 

pellicle. The beam momentum varied along the edge so these three points 

represented high, low, and medium momentum. The proton ranges were measured, 

and this gave the common momentum of protons and pions at entry in the stack. 

For the BB stack the situation was slightly different. The identity of 

the particles could not be determined individually - only a statistical method 

was available, but the grain densities separated into two groups assumed to 

consist of n-mesons and electrons. 

(2) .The second momentum determination procedure was used for electrons in the 

SD stack and for secondary pions in the Y stack. This was the method of multiple 

scattering. 

The electrons were produced by the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory synch:r.o·· 

tron. Their momentum at entry was f'ound tG be imperfectly defined although they 

had been magnetically separated. Electrons radiate so much energy while penetra-

ting matter that it wa.s considered wlse to multiply-scatter every track at the 

same time that it was blob-counted. Then individual values of pl3 
0 

and g 

were S;ssigned to each track. The data from tracks found to lie in small inter-· 

vals of p~ were eventually averaged. 
0 

The multiple scattering of the tracks was carried out using a Cooke, 

Troughton and Simms scattering microscope and a digitized Koristka MS-2 micro-

10 scope. The mean angle of scattering and the momentum were computed f'rom the 
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data cards by an IBM 650 program.10 

IV. GRAIN DENSITY VERSUS PARTICLE VELOCITY INK.5 EMULSION 

The grain density was obtained in each velocity interval by the methods 

described in Sections II and III. These data were then subjected to a statis-

tical error evaluation appropriate to the method used. 

In Fig. 1 the grain ci'~nsi ty measurements in K.5 emulsion are plot. ted as 
' 

(a function of p • The method of measurement is indicated by the character of 
0 

the plotted point. There was considerable overlap of ;different methods in some 

velocity intervals, and in some intervals three methods were employed. No 

systematic difference in the results obtained by different methods was observed. 

We notice. that at low velocities the apparent grain density does not 

saturate at g = n "' 328/100 microns, as the primB.r'J grain density must in 

this emUlsion. The curve does tend to flatten, however, below p "' 0.07. 
0 

This portion of the curve is derived from le.cunari ty measurements near the 

termini on the tracks of singly charged pa.rticles. We are able to understand 

this behavior better by noticing the a-particle branch of the grain density 

curve. The same saturated grain density is reached by both singly and doubly 

charged particles. We interpret this to mean that in K.5 emulsion an irreducible 

track lacunari ty L
0 

is present and is equal to 0.01-0.03, regardless of the 

rate of energy loss of the particle. Owing to this emulsion limitation, high 

rates of energy loss are not measurable in this emulsion by grain measurements. 

On the other hand, when p
0 

> 0.1, the curves for charge 1 and charge 2 

start to separate, and above ~ = 0.15, K.5 emulsion permits us to measure a 
0 

difference in the rates of energy loss. 

V. DECOMPOSITION OF THE GRAL"'l DENSITY INTO PRIMARY AND SECONDARY COMPONENTS 

As mentioned above, the grain density in a sensitive emu1sion at a low 

particle velocity may exceed n because the primary grain density saturates at 
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gp ... n, and, :l.n adcli tion 1 secondary grains are present. 

We ahaJ.l now calculate the density of such aect'mdary grains produced by 

delta rays. The range-velocity relation for protons ie 

5 10"} R .Z. }.6 x. 10 f3 1 microns. 

The range, R , of a low-velocity ele~tron is obtained with satisfactory 
e 

accuracy from· the pro}.o:p ;r:ange merel;y by multiplying by the maas-re.·tio (1;1800): 

(7) 

The grain dens1 ty at velocity f3 a.oco:r;•dinS, ~o .ottr measurerite~ts is given by: 

for a singly•che.rged particle in K.5 emulsion. Then the nymber of grains, 

G(f3), in an electron track of initial velocity ~ can b~ round by integration. 
,(3 

( clR .,. 2?00 
.Jo g e. ' 

(8) 

, 

where w( = 256 f32
) is the ele•::tron energy in Kev. The number of delta rays in 

the tmergy interval w t.o w 1· dw on the track of a pa.rt:i ole wi tb charge ze 

and velocity ~ is about 
0 

per mi~ron. This formula breaks 

down at delta r~ energies that are comparable to the electronic binding 

energies in the stopping material. 

The number of grains g per miaron pro.iuced. by the delta rays along the 
13 

path of' a particle of ·~harge ze and velocity [3
0 

then is found by lnt.e(wa.ting 

over w. 

g = 
8 

2 
L!... 

I) 

f3 c. 
0 

(9) 
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A 0 .68 ,. 2/3 2/3) 11 10-2 ( 7/6 7/6) = . w M w - • X w - w . m o m o 

In this expression, w represents the lowest average energy of delta 
0 

rays ~ontributing to the secondary grain density, and w is the maximmn 
m 

energy that a delta ray may have while its grains still are considered part of 

the track locus. 

The delta rays of longest range are projected forward and tend to lie on 

the particle trajectory. Electrons are very much scattered, however, so that 

some will reach points off the particle path. The definition of wm' therefor(~ 1 

must be made carefully. Obviously the judgement of the observer plays a part 

in 1 ts definition. Its value cannot be established without making refE!rence to 

the technique of observation. 

Two observers estimated at what residual range o16 ·tracks were so 

widened by d.elta rays that some of' the grains would not. have been considered 

part of the track locus had they occurred on the track of a singly~charged 

partj.cle. Heavy-ion tracks were used so that a good density of delta rays 

would be present. This residual range was about 150 microns.. Here the energy 

of the oxygen ion is Z 160 Mev •12 The delta ray spectrum at this energy extends 

up to 22 Kev, and this value was adopted for w • 
m 

We believe that particuJ.a.rly in near-minimum tracks, where "the grains 

are widely spaced, observers who are blob-counting accept grains aa part of 

the track locus that extend 1.25 microns or more from the true trajectory of 

the particle .. 

From the range-energy relation~ 

radius of about 0.1~ (~.5 emulsion). 

w must he around 2 Kev for a crystal 
0 

With w as high as 22 Kev, the value of m 

A then is insensitive to w • 
0 

This evaluation of 4 fails when 2 2 2 me 13 
0 

falls below w • Then the nominal upper limit of the delta ray spectrum does 
m 

not reach the limit w set by the observer. If the above formulas were exact, 
m 
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A would fall to zero and rem'lin zero for all 2 2 such that 2 me · ~\ < w • 
l-0 0 

However, in a sensitive emulsion the observed grain density does not fall to 

n at ver-.1 lo·w particle velocities. Actually the cross section for rroducing 

delta rays of a..·w energy less than that 9f the particle itself never completely 
' 

vanishes. As mentioned above, our simple formula for the delta ray (lensi tJ' was 

derived. with the supposition that the atomic electron velocities are small 

compared. to the particle velocity. A much more elaborate study would be neces• 

sarJ to treat correctly the terminal portion of the track. 

A 2, 2 We Hnd n == 3·9 per 100 microns, and adopt the relation gk • 3·9 z ;f3
0 

per 100 microns for all high velocities. 

The difference g - g a is prestuna:bly the primary grain density. It is 

almost surely rather complicated in its dependence on the rate of energy loss 

of the primary particle, as discussed in Ref. 1. Long ago 1 however, a formula 

was derived11 with simplifying assumptions that may approximate the true situa-

tion. The assumptions were merely that an int::rement in grain density is to be 

attributed to the product of three factors: the increment in the effective 

rate of energy loss, the remaining density of grains not already rendered 

developable, and a parameter measuring the emulsion sensitivity. The relation-

ship found was 

( -AI' n 1- e ). (10) 

Here A measures the emulsion aensi ti vit~r 1 and I' is the effe<!ti ve rate of 

ener&,'Y loss. 

In Fig. 2 we havt; plotted - ..6n(l - g /n) va. I' 1m ere I' is 
p ' 

token to be the restricted rate of energy loss 12 with a eutoff at 2 Kov. We 

can ass:i. f!,!l a sensi ti vi ty, I\ , of 0.048 ' 2 gmjMev-cm to this K. 5 emulsion if 

we approxl.mate the ·ch.ov by a strt=:l.ight line through the origj.n. 
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VI. GRAIN DENSI'l'Y IN THE RELATIVISTIC REGION 

ln virtue of the simple behavior of both the primary and secondary 

grain densities when the tl"ack is highly unsaturated and j3 ~ 1, ve can 
0 

write 

. " 2 1/ A 2 'A 2 g ·.Z n r-.. z + z /f-' 
' 0 

(11) 

where 2 j' z - The second term is new, and we are certain that it is not 

neg~igible. In K.5 emulsion our crude estimate of A implies that 25 perc;:;nt 

of the grain density at tbe minimum is of secondary origin. The relativistic 

rise of I' does not affect the secondary grain density; on the contrary, 

falls some 6 percent betw·een the minimum and the plateau. For this reason, 

g s 

the minimum of' grain density may be non-existent or at least less pronounced in 

1 tracks of multiply-charged particles. In such tracks the grain density will 

alree.dy be ten,:ltng to saturate at the ionization minimum. 

In the relativistic regi.on where small differences are important, special 

precautions were taken in our observations. One was careful control or the 

temperature of the emulsion at the time of exposure. Another was minimizing the 

time lapse between diffE3rent exposures. All tracks to be compared were produeed 

in the emulsion at the same temperature and within a time interval. of a few 

hours at most. They were produced in the same emulsion pellicle and were 

developed aimul taneously. Different kinds of particles near the minimum 

generally were caused to traverse the emulsion at 90° to each other so a.a to be 

readily identified. 

We all-mys measured ratios of grain dens1.t1es near the minimum and ho:ve 

norm...'Uized all grain densities, g, to unity at the minimum~ The reaul ts 

are shmm in Fig. 3. 

The primary grain density r:!.ses from the min1mum to plateau by a factor 

of 1.18. The theoretical curve of g , assmning that it is proportional to 
p 

the restrj_cted rate of energy loss :i.n Ag..Br, is also graphed in Fi,g. 5. The 
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curve is drawn for a mean excitation potential of AgBr equal to 442 e.v., end 

a delta ray cut .. off of 2 Kev. vlhile we believe these results to be reliable, 

·we do not consider them to be final and decisive for the question of the 

behavior of the relativistic rise in grain density. In order for this rise 

to be used quantitatively to measure trans~minimum particle velocities, much 

more very painstaking work will be required. 

B • max 

yield. 

VI. INDICES OF MERIT FOR EMULSION 

The information dens.i ty in a track is limited :l~y the maximum gap density 1 

In general, the higher tl1ia quanti.ty the more information the traclt can 

Of course, such optical resolution then must be employed that B 
max 

does not change with the optical reaol ving power. I·!i is directly l'elated to 

the developed grain diameter, a (= l;eB ). max 

The sensitivity of the emulsion ia usually measured by the grain density, 

Smin' produced at the minimmn of ionization. 
e. It is necessary to detrmdne this 

"C 

at some preselected fog level. It may perhaps be arbit.rarily established at 

one background grain per 1000 cubic microns. If one states the quantity (gp/n) 

at the minimum, he gives a more absolute measure of the sensitivlty for the 

halide concentration is then eliminated from the measurement. For <.H.U' IC ;> 

emulsion this ratio was 0.031• 

The saturation lacunarity, L , limits the amount of information that 
0 

is obtainable from traclts of slowly moving pe..rtir~les. As the ionization 

inereases 1 eventually a point is reaehed at which the gap-structure of the 

track measures the llUa.lity of the emulsion rather than the partic:le Velod ty • 

We have mentioned the l:tmi tation caused by the finite density of grains. If, 

in addition, the emulsion contains a population of totally insensitive grains, 

the gap density will be incree.aed. Transparent or soluble occlusions will 

have the same effect. 
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'rl1e y_uanti ties e'min' and L 
0 

are all operationally defined 

ru1d can be used to describe emtlision quality. It should be noticed that 

~in can be given for e.ri E>..mulsion of any sensi ti vi ty if 1 as is reasonable 

to assume, g varies linearly ivl th I' in the very unsaturated region. 

Alt.ernati vely A. can be quoted. Both Bmax and L , 
0 

of course, must be 

measured with such an optical resolution that it does not affe:.!t the measure-

ment. 
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FIGURE CAPI'IONS 

Figure 1 
~fwt 

The ~bserved grain density of singly and doubly-charged particles i~K·5 

emulsion versus velocity ~ 
0

• Measurements by d·if.f'erent methods were made 

in overlapping regions of ~0 • The legend is: * minimum in this K.5 emulsion, 

. o tracks of l: hyperons (lacunarity method), L\ tracks of K mesons, protons 

and 1t m~;$ons (lacunarity method), O tracks of the same particles using .the 

gap length coefficient method, \7 tracks of K mesons, 1t mesons and electrons 

(blob count method), and o tracks of q particles (lacunarity method). 

Typical errors are indicated. 

Figure 2 
g 

The quantity - ln (l - :£ ) · as a !Unction of the restricted rate of energy n , 

loss 12 . The cutoff energy for· 1' was taken to be 2 Kev1 hence the subscript. 

Typical errors are shown. 

Figure 3 

The ratio of primary grain density to that at the minimum plotted versus 

in the relativistic region. The solid curve is the restricted energy~loss rate 

normalized to unity at the minimum. The legend is: 0 ·measured grain density 

ratio in K.5 emulsion, v measured grain density ratio in G.5 emulsion. The 

errors shown are statistical standard deviations. 
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